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About This Game

ST brings the most intense, tactical-action experience to Steam through killer gameplay, streamlined controls and carefully
crafted maps. Select your custom loadout, plan out strategies and accomplish your objectives. Earn gold and trophies to unlock

custom weapons and attachments! SINGLE PLAYER, MULTIPLAYER, SURVIVAL...TACTICS FOR ALL.

ST is very accessible but with immense, tactical depth:

- Finely tuned and innovative combat system
- Combat system is designed from the ground up to allow many types of engagements and tactics

- Offensive and defensive balance such that pros and cons for both
- Promotes peeking and intelligence gathering

- Carefully designed and tuned "time to kill" and damage model
- Complex underlying code and tracking to expose the most simple and intuitive combat interface to player

- Simultaneous Turn-Based Tactical-Action
- Intense Single Player Campaign

- Epic 1 vs 1 PvP
- Create Squads of 2 with your friends for 2 vs 1 or 2 vs 2

- Create Custom Match Rules with your friends (ie Snipers-only, hardcore mode, etc.)
- Addictive Survival Mode

- 7 Maps: Construct, HQ, Rail, Rush, Gallery, Iceworld, Fall
- 5 main classes: Sniper, Shotgun, Assault, SMG, Shield

- Custom Weapons and Attachments
- 6 Equipment: Smoke, Frag, Flash, Fire/Incendiary, Sonar Detector, Throwing Axe
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- 4 Boosters: Armor, Range, Damage, Speed
- Carefully Designed Maps

- Collect trophies to rank up from Recruit->Masters
- Replay Analysis System

- Innovative Controls
- Custom Engine Built from the Ground Up

Intense Single Player Campaign
  - You start to work for Vector Securities as the tactical overwatch. You then start to unravel the motivations and

extremes the company goes to for profit.
  - Puzzle-like take down missions (take down all opponents in under N turns)

  - Defense missions where you must survive incoming enemies while protecting a hostage
  - Hostage saving where you must take down opponents before the hostage is executed

  - Assassination missions where you must take out a specific target
  - Escort missions where you must protect a hostage while completing an objective
  - Stealth missions where you must eliminate the targets without them firing a shot

Epic 1 vs 1, 2 vs 1 and 2 vs 2 PvP
  - Select your specific weapons for each class (i.e. Silenced AK47 for Assault, AWP for Sniper)

  - Pick 4 soldier classes (i.e. 2 Snipers + 2 SMGs)
  - Either plant the bomb or defuse

  - Each match is done over a real-time connection with 50 secs per turn (simultaneous)

Addictive Survival Mode
  - The bomb is planted in a random location each round

  - Based on the location of the bomb, pick 4 soldier classes
  - Defuse the bomb before it blows up while encountering enemies

  - Complete the round challenge (i.e. use all Shields or kill 2 enemies with one sniper shot) for 2X points
  - Each round enemies are smarter and higher in number

  - Your run ends when you fail to defuse the bomb

5 main classes: Sniper, Shotgun, Assault, SMG, Shield

- Assault: Medium range, slow movement, large field of view, weak damage
- SMG: short range, fast movement, large field of view, high damage

- Shotgun: very short range, fast movement, large field of view, very high damage, splash damage
- Sniper: very long range, slow movement, narrow field of view, very high damage, splash damage

- Shield: fast movement, 50 degrees of coverage, can melee

Custom Weapons and Attachments

  - Each weapon has its own strengths and weakness
  - Silencers hide your position when firing but have decreased damage and/or range

  - Foregrips allow for higher fire rate but slower time to first shot
  - Sights allow for longer range but smaller field of view

  - Weapons are unlocked through Gold earned through Multiplayer and Survival

4 Boosters: Armor, Range, Damage, Speed
  - Select one booster per turn to give to a soldier... Choose wisely

6 Equipment: Smoke, Frag, Flash, Fire/Incendiary, Sonar Detector, Throwing Axe
  - You get 2 each per game in which any soldier can throw them

  - Smoke can change the battlefield in significant ways by blocking line of sight
  - Flash can blind and stun multiple soldiers
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  - Frags are used for focused splash damage
  - Fire can slow and block movement paths

  - Sonar can detect enemies within a radius through walls
  - Throwing Axe requires precision aim but is very lethal

Carefully Designed Maps (more coming!)
  - STO_CONSTRUCT, STO_HQ, STO_RAIL, STO_RUSH, STO_GALLERY, FY_ICEWORLD, STO_FALL,

Collect trophies to rank up from Recruit->Masters

Innovative Controls
  - Controls and soldier combat AI built around Focus Points

  - Setting a Focus Point when moving a soldier will have him aim down sight and move slowly while rotating around the point
vs sprinting

  - Using Focus Points you can peek around corners without committing:
  - Focus Points open up complex tactics with simple controls such as strafing, throwing grenades around corners, moving one

way while looking another way, back pedaling etc.
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Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
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Beast Mode Games
Publisher:
Beast Mode Games
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and above

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Open GL 3.0 and above support

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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This game is bad that even OBS cannot stream it :). for $2 pretty good. This game is gloriously bad, cannibal holocaust bad, if
anything, it's worth having just for the sake of saying to others "I own it!" (and the ost, if you enjoy Gothic Metal). I would
rather stick to just killing people
orignal party hard is better

before you say "its a tycooon game its not suposed to be like party harrrrrd" I came in with that mindset and still didn't have a
enjoyable experience. this game is not good.it would if the full game was free and it was more exiting . the thing is, its as boring
as playing tic tac toe for 20 years on a desert by yourself.if there were more memes and exitment i would recomend but i wont.
Quick and easy puzzle/hidden object game. Great to kill some time.
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After purchasing the game on a whim during the sale, I have to say it is a pleasant break from my usually competitive FPS or
RTS. It's like reading a book in which you can make your own choices. It has a wide variety of choices and seems to have at
least 4 possible endings maybe more. It is worth a few play-trough’s to explore the options. It is an interactive novel so no
expensive graphics or sound effects. All in all I’d give it an 8/10. Some choices you make can go "unnoticed" if certain choices
are made after. If you enjoy reading and have a thing for pirates I would recommend it, and for only $5(3 during the sale) it’s
worth it.. Rome: Total War - Alexander.

This glorified expansion pack adds the times of the Hellenistic Conquest, by Alexander the Great. This expansion pack adds in
quite a lot in units and buildings, but is terrorized by the amount of unexplained bugs and glitches. Continueing on, it also adds
in unique blends in history and some historic battles. That is all there is to it.

The good parts of this expansion pack is:
- Unique blend of East and West.
- Introduction of a new Historic Campaign.
- Adds onto the modding accesibility.

The bad parts of this expansion pack is:
- Buggy, most often unexplained.
- Out-dated, but slightly improved from RTW.

Nonetheless, I recommend this expansion pack because it adds a unique historical campaign, and adds units from the East and
West. It is just buggy and considered a mess to the public eye.. Into the Blue is a neet little game you can play for 30 to 60 min.
For an Indiegame it looks pretty decent.

Now I thought it would be like an open World exploration-game, where you can do whatever the hellll you want to do,
but it didn't turn out that way.

In fact it was pretty strict forward lettting you almost give none of the choices to you.

of course, you can leave the road you are supposed to walk, but it doesn't get you anywhere or it just loops ya back.

the Game is Fun for the moment, but If you get stuck at some point, it gets almost unenjoyable.

Personally I enjoyed that one Hour I played it, but it was not worth it the 10\u20ac I have put into this, meaning i won't give it a
positive Feedback.. You play as Jane, who hunts Others with her adopted brother Jace. Jace was cursed by one of the Others,
which are sort of witches. Others have been plaguing mankind for some time. You have managed to track down the Other who
cursed Jace so long ago. But she is also hunting you\u2026

The plot is thrilling, the minigames entertaining, and the HO scenes are fun. Worth the price.. The only flaws I had an issue with
is the length of this game. Honestly though, for 2$, the experience I went through during my 10 minuites playing this game was
still worth it. There was so much potential with this to have more endings than just the same one as well, due to all the different
choice options. I hope you make another and longer game sometime.

I really enjoyed it, the atmosphere, colors, graphics, and audio were awesome. Will play again, and will definitely be having my
friends play it when they are over to get spooked.

7/10, nice little psych horror experience.. Promising start, with really polished UI and tutorial, but game crashes upon leaving
the first village, and there's no known solution nor support available. Until I figure it out, or find a computer on which it doesn't
crash, I cannot give a better review. But watch out for this if you want to buy the game.. I have this and Beat Saber (which I am
going to compare it to); they are two great rhythm games in their own right. With Audioshield, I can use my entire music
library, no fuss, no muss. Audioshield lets me play any song on my computer quick and easily, and it's definitely one of the
rhythm games which will give you the best workout. No, it doesn't have the precision of Beat Saber because Beat Saber uses
precision mapping... but, your selection of songs with Beat Saber is severely hampered because of that.

I think of Audioshield had the option of creating beat maps like most other rhythm games, it would definitely be one of the best
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audio games, but even without that... it's still a good game.

It really isn't a comparison, because the two games offer completely different experiences.. Just as the description implies, this
pack adds new portraits\/races and ships\/buildings. I recommend if you want what it talks about. I personally enjoy it because it
adds more diversity of empires\/species to the game.. I had really hight hopes for this game, but it disappointed me. It lacks
basic features and it is extremely easy to ♥♥♥♥ everything up without any control of what you're doing. Not recommending at
this point.
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